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WILLIAM ORTON, Pres’y.
GEO. H. MUMFORD, Sec’y.
New York.

Dated. Philadelphia 1875
Received at New Haven July 12
To. O’Collins

John and James Dobson responsible
People

Tom Welsh

Paid Rly.
Philadelphia July 22, 1875

O. L. Morse & Co.
New Haven, Conn.

At present I am residing on the Country, and did not receive until this morning your telegram reading: "Will you please telegraph me the firm name of Dobson Hatch & Co., Contractor for Red Cloud agency last year, to which I replied, "James Dobson, responsible party."

The flannel, named one manufacturer of high commercial standing.

Yours truly,

Wm. Welch

Thom.
My Dear Sir,

Allow a veteran to caution you against underestimating the resources of an enemy. The patronage of the Interior Department enabled it to control the last Congress completely, or I would have had an investigating committee to examine Secretary Delano’s doing. The appointment of three additional Commissioners was selected with great care by Delano, Cozen made a union between Grant and Delano to wage a war of extermination against you. How, you doubtless know, McVeigh has capacity and some things might be trusted but he
he is the son-in-law of Senator Gannett. Morrill has many excellent qualities; he was one of my best Indian friends in the Senate, but for two years he has evidently been under the influence of the Interior Dept. It was on his nomination that the President appointed Lang of Maine without conference with the Board of Indian Affairs. Such a candidate of things instead of disheartening always arouses my energies. You may rest assured that Lewis & Delano will try to control a sufficient number of Democrats in the House to secure a working majority for their purpose. Efforts will no doubt be made to control the appointment of the Speaker & of the Committee.

It has been my business to study thoroughly the workings of that department & know to realize & its power, even over men otherwise unexceptionable. I have no confidence in the willingness of the late Board of Indian Commissioners to come to your help. Vincent Colby was the only one among them who stood by me when I was fighting, although I am much more intimate with the others & esteem them highly. I pity President Grant as Delano canvassed for him & therefore has claims that cannot be set aside.

Yours sincerely,

Prof. March.
My dear Sir,

Having found a few photographs, I send two for your acceptance.

Yours very truly,

[Signature]

[Address]

Oct 7th, 1775.
304 Walnut Street.

Paul B. E. Murray
My London

Do you know any of them

An earlier investigation committee if they well taken down written with them on a statement they may be brought from being lost without any completeness as was any affidavit from Dr. Wall who stood against my judgment. My affection for her and interest in our expedition may prevent me from taking any such in this document until they exceed you this line. I must add declaration
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and in the absence of any certain order from the Institution, I am sure that \[signature\] will not be 

D. G. C. ... in consideration 

some of the information given to you may be inaccurate. Therefore we must discuss 
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J. H. O. O'Sullivan.
My dear Sir,

I assume that you have seen the recent reports of the expedition to Alaska. I trust you also have been informed of the probable results of the expedition. If they sustain your views, I will be greatly disappointed. The fact that the train today reached the point on the route indicates that all is well. I am hopeful that our arrangements will be completed without delay. I must warn you, however, that some changes may be made which may affect your plans. I am fully aware that your valuable testimony has been acquired.

I may be constrained to depart and leave my home in a letter to you on the journey. My address is [address].
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Dated, Washington, DC 26
Professor Marsh

Forward if absent

Red Cloud begs you to come here and help him

W. Welsh
Riggs House